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Abstract: With the goal of increasing the precision of NLO QCD predictions for the
pp! tt process in the di-lepton top quark decay channel we present theoretical predictions
for the R = tt=tt cross section ratio. Results for the latter together with various dier-
ential cross section ratios are given for the LHC with the Run II energy of
p
s = 13 TeV.
Fully realistic NLO computations for tt and tt production are employed. They are based
on matrix elements for e+e
 bb and e+e bb processes and include all resonant
and non-resonant diagrams, interferences, and o-shell eects of the top quarks and the W
gauge bosons. Various renormalisation and factorisation scale choices and parton density
functions are examined to assess their impact on the cross section ratio. Depending on the
transverse momentum cut on the hard photon a judicious choice of a dynamical scale allows
us to obtain 1%{3% percent precision on R. Moreover, for dierential cross section ratios
theoretical uncertainties in the range of 1%{6% have been estimated. Until now such high
precision predictions have only been reserved for the top quark pair production at NNLO
QCD. Thus, R at NLO in QCD represents a very precise observable to be measured at the
LHC for example to study the top quark charge asymmetry or to probe the strength and
the structure of the t-t- vertex. The latter can shed some light on possible new physics
that can reveal itself only once suciently precise theoretical predictions are available.
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1 Introduction
Top quark studies, that are currently driven by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experi-
ments ATLAS and CMS, play a major role in deciphering the fundamental interactions. At
the LHC top quarks are mostly produced in pairs through strong interactions, but they can
also be created individually in single-top production via electroweak interactions. Thus,
depending on the production mode, the top quark allows for dierent tests of the underly-
ing forces. Both experiments concentrate on the measurements of top quark properties like
for example the top quark mass (mt), the top quark width ( t), the top quark charge (Qt),
the total and dierential cross sections as well as the top quark spin correlations and the
top quark charge asymmetry (ACtt), including dierential top quark charge asymmetries.
High in the LHC program is the determination of the top quark couplings to gauge bosons
and the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson. Due to the large top quark mass various new
physics scenarios introduce modications within the top quark sector. Some examples in-
clude heavy new particles decaying into top quark pairs, avour changing neutral currents,
anomalous missing transverse momentum, same-sign top pair production or charged Higgs
production. Such new physics models can be tested by precise measurements of top quark
pairs, that are abundantly produced at the LHC. Furthermore, top quark production, also
with additional b- or light jet(s), constitutes dominant irreducible backgrounds to many
of the searches for new physics processes. Thus, it is vital to understand the properties
and the characteristics of top production and decay mechanisms. The level of precision
available on the theory side can have a huge impact on whether we can actually see the
eects of new physics.
As a result of the large collision energy at the LHC also more exclusive nal states, like
for example tt, have started to be accessible [1{3]. Even though the cross section for the
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tt production process at the LHC is much smaller than the cross section for the production
of the top quark pair alone, the former can provide key information on the strength and the
structure of the top quark coupling to the photon. Thus, it can for example substantially
constrain anomalous top quark couplings at the LHC, see e.g. refs. [4, 5]. Regardless of the
applications, whether these are measurements within the SM or outside of this framework,
precise theoretical predictions are compulsory to carry out such measurements.
To increase the theoretical precision for pp ! tt higher order corrections in QCD
should be consistently included. Moreover, the most accurate description of top quark
decay chains has to be incorporated. Appropriate calculations have recently been made
available. Specically, a complete description of top quark pair production in association
with a hard photon in the di-lepton top quark decay channel has been provided in ref. [6].
The calculations include factorisable and non-factorisable contributions at NLO in QCD,
that imply a cross talk between production and decays of top quarks which require going
beyond the so-called Narrow Width Approximation (NWA). Specically, they include
double resonant, single resonant and non-resonant Feynman diagrams with respect to the
top quark and W gauge boson, interferences among them as well as nite-width eects
of t and W . With a fairly inclusive selection of cuts on the nal states, which are two
b-jets, a hard photon, two charged leptons and the missing transverse momentum, pmissT ,
the full pp cross section for a xed renormalisation and factorisation scale choice receives
negative and moderate NLO QCD corrections of 10%. An assessment of the uncertainties of
theoretical origin left us with a 14% theoretical error. Inclusion of a kinematic dependent
scale, that captures some parts of the unknown higher order eects, has improved the
situation yielding positive and small NLO corrections of 2:5%. In this case the theoretical
uncertainties resulting from scale variations have been estimated at the level of 6% only.
The impact of higher order corrections on dierential distributions, however, is much larger.
For some observables, incidentally important in searches for new physics, shape distortions
of more than 100% have been observed. As expected for specic phase space regions
also the theoretical errors have increased substantially. Improvement of the accuracy of
theoretical predictions also at the dierential level to a few percent can be obtained by
including the next order in the perturbative expansion in s. However, going beyond NLO
even for on-shell tt production seems to be a formidable task at present. Inclusion of non-
factorisable QCD contributions at NNLO is simply dicult to imagine. Instead, a ratio
of cross sections can be studied since it may be signicantly more stable against radiative
corrections and scale variations than the cross sections themselves. Moreover, a ratio
may reduce other theoretical uncertainties like for example those stemming from parton
distribution functions. To this end a process that is under excellent theoretical control
must to be employed in the denominator of the ratio. The tt production process, albeit in
the same decay channel, seems to be the best candidate for the job due to its large cross
section and similar behaviour with regard to radiative corrections [7{9]. Consequently, the
following cross section ratio
R = tt
tt
; (1.1)
represents an interesting quantity to search for deviations from the SM theory at the LHC.
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Moreover, a set of dierential cross section ratios can be constructed to look for any shape
deviations from those predicted within the SM
RX =

dtt
dX

dtt
dX
 1
: (1.2)
Here X stands for the particular observable under consideration, e.g. the invariant mass
of two charged leptons, m``, the invariant mass of two b-jets, mbb, etc. Since for a realistic
analysis specic cuts on top quark decay products need to be imposed, a reliable description
of top quark decays is mandatory for both processes pp! tt and pp! tt. In order to avoid
the introduction of additional unnecessary theoretical uncertainties to the construction of
the cross section ratio, the same level of accuracy in the modelling of top quark decays must
to be employed in the numerator and denominator of R and RX . Besides the modelling of
top quark decays, where the incorporation of radiative corrections is mandatory, a proper
renormalisation and factorisation scale choice has to be carefully investigated. The scale
choice should play an even greater role when various dierential cross section ratios are
constructed. For the latter phase space regions away from those dominated by double
resonant top quark contributions, which are sensitive to non-factorizable QCD corrections,
would be probed as well.
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we would like to provide a systematic
analysis of the two processes pp! tt and pp! tt in the di-lepton top quark decay channel
and extract the most accurate NLO prediction for the total cross section ratio. Such precise
theoretical results can be used in comparisons with the LHC data. The second goal of the
paper is to examine whether dierential cross section ratios have enhanced predictive power
for new physics searches, by investigating possible correlations between the two processes
in various phase space regions in the quest of reducing theoretical errors. Calculations
for both processes will be carried out with the same input parameters, parton distribution
functions (PDFs), jet algorithm and the same set of inclusive cuts up to the cuts on the hard
photon, which are present only in the case of tt production. Finally, for both processes
factorisation and renormalisation scales will be set to a common xed value, whereas for
a dynamical scale choice scales as similar as possible will be selected. Cross section ratios
calculated in this way are free of additional and undesired theoretical uncertainties that
are introduced when dierent input parameters are employed in the numerator and the
denominator of R. The size of such additional theoretical uncertainties, however, must
be estimated. In various experimental analyses dierent Monte Carlo (MC) programs
are employed to provide theoretical predictions for tt and tt production. Such general
purpose MC frameworks are often used by experimental collaborations with a default set
up, among others with a dierent scale choice and parton distribution functions for pp! tt
and pp! tt. Thus, in the paper we will quantify the impact of the additional theoretical
uncertainties coming from dierent theoretical inputs. Finally, the stability of the cross
section ratio with respect to the transverse momentum cut on the hard photon will be
examined. To this end, theoretical predictions for tt production will be evaluated for two
dierent values of the pT; cut.
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The article is organised as follows. In section 2 the Helac-NLO computational frame-
work and input parameters used in our studies are described. In section 3 the normalised
dierential cross sections for o-shell tt and tt production are provided in order to study
the correlation of the two processes. The results given there are used to understand how
the theoretical errors on the cross section ratios should be estimated. NLO predictions
for absolute cross sections are presented in section 4 together with the theoretical uncer-
tainties from the scale dependence. Additionally, results with dierent parton distribution
functions are shown in section 4. They are calculated to estimate the size of theoreti-
cal uncertainties that come from the parametrisation of parton distribution functions. In
section 5 we provide results for NLO cross section ratios. Theoretical uncertainties are also
discussed there. Theoretical predictions for the dierential cross section ratios and their
theoretical uncertainties are exhibited and discussed in section 6. Finally, in section 7 our
conclusions are laid out.
2 Computational framework and input parameters
All the LO and NLO results for e+e 
  bb  and e+e   bb production, which are
presented in this paper, have been obtained with the help of the Helac-NLO MC frame-
work [10]. The package comprises Helac-1Loop [11] with CutTools [12] for the virtual
corrections and Helac-Dipoles [13, 14] for the real emission part. The Helac-Dipoles
software deals with singularities from soft or collinear parton emissions that are isolated
via subtraction methods for NLO QCD calculations. Specically, the commonly used
Catani-Seymour dipole subtraction [13, 15, 16] and the so-called Nagy-Soper subtraction
scheme [14] are both implemented in the Helac-Dipoles program and used in our simula-
tions. The integration over the phase space has been achieved with the help of Kaleu [17].
For unstable top quarks the complex mass scheme is utilised [18, 19]. At the one loop level
the appearance of  t 6= 0 in the propagator requires the evaluation of scalar integrals
with complex masses, which is supported by the OneLOop program [20]. Further details
of these calculations can be found in our earlier work on pp ! tt [8], pp ! ttj [21, 22]
and pp ! tt [6] where complete top quark o-shell eects have also been consistently
taken into account at the NLO level in QCD. Specically, in each case all resonant and
non-resonant Feynman diagrams, interferences and nite width eects of the top quark
as well as W gauge bosons have been included. The methods developed there have been
straightforwardly adapted in the current studies and, therefore, do not need a recollection.
We refer the interested readers to previously published results. In the calculations of cross
sections for e+e 
  bb  and e+e   bb we employ the following SM parameters
GF = 1:166378  10 5 GeV 2 ; mt = 173:2 GeV ;
mW = 80:385 GeV ;  W = 2:0988 GeV ;
mZ = 91:1876 GeV ;  Z = 2:50782 GeV ;
 LOt = 1:47848 GeV ;  
NLO
t = 1:35159 GeV :
(2.1)
All other particles including bottom quarks are treated as massless. Since leptonic W
gauge boson decays do not receive NLO QCD corrections, to account for some higher order
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eects the NLO QCD values for the gauge boson widths are used everywhere, i.e. for LO
and NLO matrix elements. The electromagnetic coupling  is calculated from the Fermi
constant GF in the G-scheme via
G =
p
2

GF m
2
W

1  m
2
W
m2Z

: (2.2)
For the emission of the isolated photon, however, QED = 1=137 is used instead. The
running of the strong coupling constant s with two-loop (one-loop) accuracy at NLO
(LO) is provided by the LHAPDF interface [23]. The number of active avours is set to
NF = 5, however, contributions induced by the bottom-quark parton density are neglected
due to their numerical insignicance. Following recommendations of PDF4LHC [24] for the
usage of parton distribution functions (PDFs) suitable for applications at the LHC Run
II we employ CT14 [25], which is our default choice, MMHT14 [26] and NNPDF3.0 [27]
PDFs. Our calculation, like any xed-order calculations, contains a residual dependence
on the renormalisation (R) and the factorisation scales (F ) arising from the truncation of
the perturbative expansion in s. As a consequence, all observables depend on the values of
R and F that are provided as input parameters. The theoretical uncertainty of the total
cross section, associated with neglected higher order terms in the perturbative expansion,
can be estimated by varying R and F in s and in the PDFs. We assume that R and
F are set to a common value R = F = 0. However, the scale dependence is evaluated
by varying R and F independently in the range
1
2
0  R ; F  20 ; (2.3)
with the additional condition
1
2
 R
F
 2 : (2.4)
In practice, such restrictions are equivalent to evaluating the following scale variations
R
0
;
F
0

= f(2; 1); (0:5; 1); (1; 2); (1; 1); (1; 0:5); (2; 2); (0:5; 0:5)g : (2.5)
The nal error is estimated from the envelope of the resulting cross sections. For the central
value of the scale, 0, we consider the xed scale (the phase-space independent scale choice)
0 = mt=2 and the dynamic scale (the phase-space dependent scale choice) 0 = HT =4.
The latter is dened on an event-by-event basis according to
HT = pT; e+ + pT;   + p
miss
T + pT; b1 + pT; b2 ; (2.6)
where pmissT denotes missing transverse momentum and pT; b1 , pT; b2 are transverse momenta
of the two b-jets. In the case of pp ! tt the transverse momentum of the hard photon
is also included into the denition of HT . Jets are constructed from nal-state partons
with pseudo-rapidity jj < 5 with the help of the infrared safe anti kT jet algorithm [28]
with the separation parameter R = 0:4. For e+e 
  bb production exactly two b-jets,
two charged leptons and missing transverse momentum are required. Additionally, for
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the e+e 
  bb  production process an isolated hard photon is requested. The latter is
dened with pT; > 25 GeV (our default transverse momentum cut on the hard photon)
and jy j < 2:5 [2, 3]. To examine the stability of our theoretical predictions at NLO in
QCD we also present results for the higher value of the pT; cut, namely for pT; > 50 GeV.
To ensure infrared safety we use the photon isolation prescription described in ref. [29] that
is based on a modied cone approach. The photon isolation condition is implemented in
the same way for quarks and gluons. For each parton i we evaluate the distance in the
rapidity-azimuthal angle plane between this parton and the photon, according to
Ri =
q
y2i + 
2
i =
q
(y   yi)2 + (   i)2 : (2.7)
We reject the event unless the following condition is fullledX
i
ET; i (R Ri)  ET; 

1  cos(R)
1  cos(Rj)

; (2.8)
where R  Rj = 0:4 and i runs over all partons. Moreover, ET; i is the transverse energy
of the parton i and ET;  is the transverse energy of the photon. We apply all other
selection criteria to jets if and only if their separation from the photon exceeds Rj . A jet
reconstructed inside the cone size Rj is not subjected to any cuts. All nal states have
to full the subsequent selection criteria that mimic as closely as possible the ATLAS and
the CMS detector acceptances [2, 3]
pT; ` > 30 GeV pT; b > 40 GeV p
miss
T > 20 GeV
jy`j < 2:5 jybj < 2:5 R` > 0:4
R`b > 0:4 Rbb > 0:4 R`` > 0:4 :
(2.9)
We set no restriction on the kinematics of the extra (non b-)jet.
3 Dierential cross sections at NLO in QCD
In this section we present results for dierential cross section distributions for both pro-
cesses: pp! e+e   bb +X at O(3s5) and pp! e+e   bb+X at O(3s4). They
are obtained for the LHC Run II energy of
p
s = 13 TeV. For brevity, we will refer to these
reactions as pp ! tt and pp ! tt. To understand similarities and potential dierences
between the two production processes, it is helpful to identify the dominant partonic sub-
processes. In both cases the most important production mechanism is via scattering of
two gluons. With our selection of cuts, the gg channel contributes 79% (88%) to the LO
pp ! tt (pp ! tt) cross section while the qq + qq channels account for 21% (12%). The
dominance of the gg production process in both cases suggests that pp! tt and pp! tt
should show similar features in the kinematics of the nal states, i.e. two charged leptons,
the missing transverse momentum and two b-jets. All dierential cross sections that are
presented in the following have been obtained for the CT14 PDF set. For both produc-
tion processes we use the kinematic-independent factorisation and renormalisation scales
R = F = 0 with the central value 0 = mt=2 rather than simply 0 = mt. Even though
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Figure 1. Comparison of the normalised NLO dierential cross sections for pp! e+e   bb +X
and pp! e+e   bb+X at the LHC with
p
s = 13 TeV. We present: the averaged rapidity of the
b-jet (yb), the distance in the azimuthal angle rapidity plane between two b-jets (Rbb), the averaged
rapidity of the charged lepton (y`) as well as the distance in the azimuthal angle rapidity plane
between two charged leptons (R``). Results for two dierent values of the transverse momentum
cut on the hard photon are shown. The NLO CT14 PDF set is employed and R = F = 0 = mt=2
is used.
the mass of the heaviest particle appearing in the process seems to be a more natural
option, the 0 = mt=2 scale choice is very well motivated by the fact that pp ! tt at the
LHC is dominated by t-channel gluon fusion, which favours smaller values of the scale.
Additionally, eects beyond NLO that include soft-gluon resummation for the hadronic
cross-section at next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy are smaller for 0 = mt=2 than for
0 = mt [30, 31] as we have explicitly checked with the help of the Top++ program [32].
From the QCD point of view both processes pp ! tt and pp ! tt are similar, which
motivates our scale choice for pp! tt as well.
We start with a collection of angular cross section distributions that are given in
gure 1. Specically, we present the averaged rapidity distribution of the b-jet and the
charged lepton as well as the separation in the rapidity-azimuthal angle plane between the
two b-jets, Rbb, and between the two charged leptons, R``. All dierential cross section
distributions are normalised to the corresponding absolute cross sections to illustrate shape
similarities and dierences between the two processes. For the pp ! tt process the two
b-jets are emitted in the central regions (in rapidity) of the detector. This is a consequence
of the dominance of the gg production channel, which favours emissions of jets at smaller
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rapidities. Charged leptons are also produced mostly centrally. Moreover, both charged
leptons ` and b-jets are preferably produced in the back-to-back congurations. Hereby,
b-jets come more often from top quark decays rather than from the g ! bb splitting. The
latter conguration would manifest itself in the enhancement in the lower values of Rbb.
Singularities stemming from the collinear g ! bb splitting are, however, screened o by
the (eective) invariant mass cut of mbb & 16 GeV. The latter is implied once the Rbb
separation between the two b-jets of 0:4 is introduced by the jet algorithm together with the
requirement of having both b-jets with transverse momentum larger than 40 GeV. For the
two charged leptons the situation is rather simplied due to the fact that we simulate decays
of the weak bosons to dierent lepton generations only, thus, virtual photon singularities
stemming from collinear  ! `+`  decays are avoided. As might be observed in gure 1
we can not see large shape dierences in dimensionless observables, when the emission of
the additional hard photon is included. This is in line with our expectation that the tt
and tt production processes are similar from the QCD point of view. All the kinematical
features described above are insensitive to the pT; cut as can be additionally observed in
gure 1 since results for two cases pT; > 25 GeV and pT; > 50 GeV are plotted.
In the next step, we consider dimensionful observables like for example the averaged
transverse momentum of the b-jet, the averaged transverse momentum of the charged
lepton as well as the invariant mass of the two charged leptons and the two b-jets. They
are collected in gure 2. Again shapes of all observables are not aected by the hard photon
emissions. In the case of pp! tt all plotted spectra are slightly harder. However, this is
a consequence of the additional pT;  cut that eectively sets higher transverse momentum
thresholds on the whole tt system, thus, consequently on all top quark decay products.
Overall, for tt and tt production similarities in the jet activity and the way charged
leptons are produced could be observed.
Subsequently, we turn our attention to the common underlying tt kinematics. To this
end, in gure 3 we depict the invariant mass of the tt system as well as the averaged
transverse momentum and rapidity of the top quark. We note here, that top quarks are
reconstructed from their decay products assuming exact reconstruction of the W gauge
boson. Specically, we have dened p(t) = p(b) + p(e+) + p(e) and p( t ) = p(b) + p(
 ) +
p(), where b and b denotes the b-jets. We could observe harder spectra for the averaged
transverse momentum of the top quark and for the invariant mass of the tt system in the
case of the tt production process as compared to the corresponding distributions for tt
production. Since we consider the whole reconstructed top quark system, not only its
decay products separately, the higher transverse momentum threshold set by the pT; cut
is more pronounced here. Moreover, for both processes the top quarks are predominantly
produced in the central rapidity regions and in the back-to-back conguration.
To summarise this part, let us repeat that as anticipated both tt and tt production
processes are highly correlated. This fact will be exploited in the next section when the
theoretical error for the tt and tt cross section ratio will be estimated. Additionally,
conclusions drawn here are independent of the pT; cut. Furthermore, they are not modied
when the dynamical scale choice (R = F = 0 = HT =4) is used instead for both processes
or when dierent PDF sets (MMHT14 or NNPDF3.0) are employed.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the normalised NLO dierential cross sections for pp! e+e   bb +X
and pp! e+e   bb+X at the LHC with
p
s = 13 TeV. The following distributions are shown:
the averaged transverse momentum of the b-jet (pT;b), the invariant mass of two b-jets (mbb), the
averaged transverse momentum of the charged lepton (pT;`) and the invariant mass of two charged
leptons (m``). Results for two dierent values of the transverse momentum cut on the hard photon
are shown. The NLO CT14 PDF set is employed and R = F = 0 = mt=2 is used.
4 Absolute cross sections at NLO in QCD
In this section we present predictions for pp ! e+e bb and pp ! e+e bb at
the LHC with
p
s = 13 TeV. NLO QCD cross sections are shown in table 1 together
with their theoretical errors from the scale dependence. Results are presented for the
following two values of the transverse momentum cut on the hard photon pT;  > 25 GeV
and pT;  > 50 GeV. The default CT14 PDF set is employed together with two additional
PDF sets, namely MMHT14 and NNPDF3.0. Moreover, the following two scale choices,
0 = mt=2 and 0 = HT =4, are studied. In the rst step we examine results that we have
obtained for the CT14 PDF set. Looking at the total cross sections, which are mostly
inuenced by nal state production relatively close to the tt threshold, both scale choices
are in equally good shape since the results agree well within the corresponding theoretical
errors. However, the size of the theoretical uncertainties, especially in the case of tt
production, does depend on the scale choice. The latter nding tells us that the absolute
cross sections for tt and tt production in the di-lepton top quark decay channel with the
selection of cuts that we have imposed are not as inclusive observables as one would expect.
Specically, for 0 = mt=2 the NLO theoretical uncertainties for the pp! tt process are
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Figure 3. Comparison of the normalised NLO dierential cross sections for pp! e+e   bb +X
and pp ! e+e   bb + X at the LHC with
p
s = 13 TeV. The top quark kinematics is shown.
Specically, the invariant mass of the reconstructed tt system (mtt) as well as the averaged transverse
momentum (pT;t) and rapidity (yt) of the top quark are depicted. Results for two dierent values of
the transverse momentum cut on the hard photon are shown. The NLO CT14 PDF set is employed
and R = F = 0 = mt=2 is used.
of the order of 14% for pT; > 25 GeV and 17% for pT; > 50 GeV. In the case of tt
production theoretical uncertainties, as obtained from eq. (2.5), of the order of 9% have
been estimated. For the dynamical scale choice in each case the theoretical uncertainties
are well below 10%. Specically, our judicious dynamical scale choice has allowed us to
obtain 7% for tt production and 6% for tt production with pT; > 25 GeV. In the latter
case an increase of the transverse momentum cut to 50 GeV has resulted in the smaller
theoretical error of 4%. These facts suggest that the proposed dynamical scale eciently
describes the multi-scale kinematics of the process. Let us note at this point, that should
we instead vary R and F simultaneously, up and down by a factor of 2 around 0, the
uncertainties would remain unchanged. This is due to the fact that the scale variation is
driven solely by the changes in R, see ref. [6].
Before discussing results for other PDF sets let us remind the reader in this place
that in the case of on-shell tt and tt production for stable top quarks the size of the
theoretical error as obtained from the scale dependence is not substantially reduced when
the dynamical scale choice is used instead of the xed one, of course as long as this scale is
properly selected. To better outline this conclusion, we show the NLO QCD results for on-
shell tt and tt production at the LHC, that we denote with a special index \(on-shell)" to
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PDF set, R = F = 0 
NLO
e+e bb
[fb] NLO
e+e bb
[fb] NLO
e+e bb
[fb]
pT; > 25 GeV pT; > 50 GeV
CT14, 0 = mt=2 1629:4
+18:4 (1%)
 144:7 (9%) 7:436
+0:074 (1%)
 1:034 (14%) 3:081
+0:050 (2%)
 0:514 (17%)
CT14, 0 = HT =4 1620:5
+21:6 (1%)
 118:8 (7%) 7:496
+0:099 (1%)
 0:457 (6%) 3:125
+0:040 (1%)
 0:142 (4%)
MMHT14, 0 = mt=2 1650:5
+17:0 (1%)
 152:7 (9%) 7:490
+0:080 (1%)
 1:081 (14%) 3:093
+0:053 (2%)
 0:535 (17%)
NNPDF3.0, 0 = mt=2 1695:0
+18:4 (1%)
 153:3 (9%) 7:718
+0:078 (1%)
 1:102 (14%) 3:195
+0:054 (2%)
 0:550 (17%)
Table 1. NLO cross sections for pp ! e+e bb + X and pp ! e+e bb + X at the LHC
with
p
s = 13 TeV. Also included are theoretical errors as obtained from the scale variation. In the
case of pp ! e+e bb + X results for two dierent values of the pT; cut are given. Various
PDF sets are employed.
distinguish them from the results with top quark and W gauge boson decays and o-shell
eects included. Results are generated with the same input parameters as given in section 2.
For the on-shell tt sample we do not apply any kinematical cuts, while in the case of tt
we apply cuts on the hard photon only, following the same criteria used for the o-shell
case. Namely, we ask for pT;  > 25 GeV, jy j < 2:5 and Rj = 0:4 in the photon isolation
condition. In the LO-like congurations the latter condition is translated to the simpler
Rj > 0:4 cut where j stands for all light partons including bottom quarks. Additionally,
we present these results for the following two scale choices R = F = 0 = mt=2 and
R = F = 0 = ET =4. The dynamical scale choice, which is dened as
ET =
q
p2T (t) +m
2
t +
q
p2T (t ) +m
2
t ; (4.1)
is similar to our previous choice 0 = HT =4.
1 For obvious reasons the latter can not be
applied for the on-shell tt and tt production. Once more in the case of pp ! tt the
transverse momentum of the hard photon, pT; , has been added to the denition of ET .
Our results for top quark pair production can be summed up as

NLO (on shell)
tt
(0 = mt=2;CT14) = 797:07
+65:88 ( 8%)
 82:41 (10%) pb ;

NLO (on shell)
tt
(0 = ET =4;CT14) = 770:11
+74:61 (10%)
 83:92 (11%) pb :
(4.3)
1For example for R = F = 0 set to 0 = ET =4 we have obtained the following results for e
+e
 bb
and e+e
 bb production
NLOe+e bb (0 = ET =4;CT14) = 1628:4
+19:7 (1%)
 69:9 (4%) fb ;
NLOe+e bb (0 = ET =4;CT14) = 7:524
+0:106 (1%)
 0:393 (5%) fb :
(4.2)
In the latter case the pT; > 25 GeV cut has been applied on the hard photon.
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For pp! tt, on the other hand, we have obtained

NLO (on shell)
tt
(0 = mt=2;CT14; pT; > 25 GeV) = 2:035
+0:137 ( 7%)
 0:211 (10%) pb ;

NLO (on shell)
tt
(0 = ET =4;CT14; pT; > 25 GeV) = 1:901
+0:209 (11%)
 0:227 (12%) pb :
(4.4)
The theoretical uncertainties for the on-shell tt and tt production process are at the level
of 10%{11% for pp! tt and 10%{12% for pp! tt.
The theoretical uncertainties as obtained from the scale dependence of the studied cross
sections are, however, not the only source of systematic uncertainties. Another source of
theoretical uncertainties is associated with the parameterisation of PDFs. Thus, we have
given in table 1 NLO results for two additional PDF sets MMHT14 and NNPDF3.0 for
0 = mt=2. In this way the various theoretical assumptions that enter into the parame-
terisation of the PDFs, which are dicult to quantify within a given scheme, are assessed.
When comparing CT14 results for NLOtt and 
NLO
tt with the corresponding numbers for
MMHT14 and NNPDF3.0 we observe that the PDF uncertainties for NLO cross sections
are of the order of 1% for MMHT14 for both production processes. In the case of the
NNPDF3.0 set they are at the level of 4%. Taken very conservatively as the maximum of
MMHT14 and NNPDF3.0 results PDF uncertainties for tt and tt are estimated to be of
the order of 4%. We have also performed the individual estimates of PDF systematics. We
have followed the prescription of each PDF collaboration in order to provide the 68% con-
dence level (C.L.) PDF uncertainties. Both CT14 and MMHT14 include a central set and
error sets in the Hessian representation. More precisely, there are 2N = 56 and 2N = 50
eigenvector PDF members for CT14 and MMHT14 respectively that we have employed
to the asymmetric expression for PDF uncertainties as described for example in ref. [23].
Let us note at this point that the CT14 errors are rescaled by a factor 1=1:645 since they
are originally provided only at 90% C.L. On the other hand for the NNPDF3.0 PDF set,
which uses the Monte Carlo sampling method in conjunction with neural networks, PDF
uncertainties are obtained using the replicas method, see e.g. ref. [23]. In this case a set
of N = 100 Monte Carlo PDF members has been used to extract PDF uncertainties from
the NNPDF3.0 PDF set. Our ndings for the e+e
 bb production process can be
summarised as follows
NLOe+e bb(0 = mt=2;CT14; pT;  > 25 GeV) = 7:436
+0:220 (3%)
 0:235 (3%) fb ;
NLOe+e bb(0 = mt=2;MMHT14; pT;  > 25 GeV) = 7:490
+0:160 (2%)
 0:143 (2%) fb ;
NLOe+e bb(0 = mt=2;NNPDF3:0; pT;  > 25 GeV) = 7:718 0:106 (1%) fb :
(4.5)
On the other hand for e+e
 bb production we have obtained
NLOe+e bb (0 = mt=2;CT14) = 1629:4
+44:6 (3%)
 49:3 (3%) fb ;
NLOe+e bb (0 = mt=2;MMHT14) = 1650:5
+35:1 (2%)
 33:1 (2%) fb ;
NLOe+e bb (0 = mt=2;NNPDF3:0) = 1695:0 26:0 (1:5%) fb :
(4.6)
Overall, we can observe that the size of the (internal) PDF uncertainties for each PDF set
separately is of the order of 1%{3%, therefore, smaller than the dierence between various
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PDF sets, which is at the level of 1%{4%. Nevertheless, for the total e+e
 bb and
e+e
 bb cross sections the PDF uncertainties are below the theoretical uncertainties
due to scale dependence, which remain the dominant source of the theoretical systematics.
5 Cross section ratios at NLO in QCD
In the following, we study the cross section ratios. Our main goal here is to verify whether
even further improvement in the accuracy of theoretical predictions can be obtained. More
precisely we would like to see if theoretical uncertainties below 10% can be obtained for the
xed scale choice. On the other hand, in the case of the dynamical scale choice, that has
been adopted for these studies, we would like to determine whether a few percent precision,
i.e. comparable accuracy to that of NNLO calculations for tt production [33, 34], might
be achieved. To this end results for R = tt=tt cross sections ratio for the pT; cut of
pT; > 25 GeV and pT; > 50 GeV are provided. They are constructed with the help of
the absolute cross sections that are collected in table 1. The theoretical error for the cross
section ratio is estimated by calculating
R =
NLOtt (1)
NLO
tt
(2)
; (5.1)
where 1 = 2 = 0 and due to correlation of pp ! tt and pp ! tt only the following
combinations are considered, see e.g. ref. [35]
1
0
;
2
0

= f(2; 2); (0:5; 0:5)g : (5.2)
Specically, we use values of cross sections from table 1 also for the scale dependence. The
latter have been estimated with the help of eq. (2.5). Nevertheless, since the scale variation
in total cross sections is driven solely by the changes in R, see ref. [6], this is equivalent
to employing eq. (5.2). For pT; > 25 GeV we have obtained the following results for R at
NLO in QCD
R (0 = mt=2;CT14; pT; > 25 GeV) = (4:56 0:25)  10 3 (5%) ;
R (0 = HT =4;CT14; pT; > 25 GeV) = (4:62 0:06)  10 3 (1%) ;
(5.3)
while for pT; > 50 GeV our ndings can be summarised as follows
R(0 = mt=2;CT14; pT; > 50 GeV) = (1:89 0:16)  10 3 (8%) ;
R(0 = HT =4;CT14; pT; > 50 GeV) = (1:93 0:06)  10 3 (3%) :
(5.4)
The observed change in the value of R for the scale variation is truly asymmetric. Speci-
cally, one of the estimated values is always below the quoted precision. Thus, similarly as
for absolute cross sections, theoretical errors, which are provided as well, are taken very
conservatively as a maximum of these two results. Ratio results for our default pT; cut
of 25 GeV for the two dierent scale choices are in perfect agreement within theoretical
errors that are provided. This outcome is not aected by a higher value of the pT; cut,
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albeit, the absolute value of the ratio is smaller in the latter case. We notice that for
0 = mt=2 theoretical uncertainties from the scale variation are, indeed, below 10%, i.e.
they are at the level of 5% and 8% respectively for the pT; cut of 25 GeV and 50 GeV.
For 0 = HT =4, however, theoretical errors are substantially reduced down to 1% and 3%.
Such precision is comparable to the precision one would rather expect from NNLO QCD
results for top quark pair production. Thus, the ratio of tt and tt cross sections represents
a very precise observable to be used at the LHC. One of the possible applications might
be the measurement of the strength and the structure of the t-t- vertex in tt production.
The latter could shed some light on possible new physics that can reveal itself only once
suciently precise theoretical predictions are available.
Once again, if on-shell tt and tt production is employed to construct the cross section
ratio
Ron shell =

NLO (on shell)
tt

NLO (on shell)
tt
; (5.5)
no substantial reduction in the theoretical uncertainties could be observed when replacing
R = F = 0 = mt=2 with R = F = 0 = ET =4. Indeed, we can write
Ron shell (0 = mt=2;CT14; pT; > 25 GeV) = (2:55 0:04)  10 3 (2%) ;
Ron shell (0 = ET =4;CT14; pT; > 25 GeV) = (2:47 0:03)  10 3 (1%) :
(5.6)
It is worth mentioning at this point that, the theoretical error for Ron shell as calculated
from the scale dependence is at the 2% level already for the xed scale choice. From the
experimental point of view, however, measurements in the phase space regions dened
by the specic selection cuts that simulate as closely as possible detector response are
more appropriate, simply because such measurements do not introduce additional and
unnecessary uncertainties due to model-dependent extrapolations to parton level t and t
objects and to phase-space regions outside the detector sensitivity. Having on-shell results
at hand we can also study the impact of top quark decays on the cross section ratio. We
note that the central value of Ron shell is smaller by a factor of 1:8 when comparing to R.
The cuts on the nal state decay products in conjunction with hard photon emission from
b-jets and charged leptons modify the ratio substantially. Since the set of selection cuts is
dierent in both cases there is no particular reason why one would expect Ron shell and R
to be equal.
To assess the PDF uncertainties, we have recalculated the R observable for two dif-
ferent PDF sets, namely MMHT14 and NNPDF3.0 with 0 = mt=2. For pT; > 25 GeV
theoretical predictions for R are given by
R (0 = mt=2;MMHT14; pT; > 25 GeV) = (4:54 0:26)  10 3 (6%) ;
R (0 = mt=2;NNPDF3:0; pT; > 25 GeV) = (4:55 0:26)  10 3 (6%) ;
(5.7)
while for pT; > 50 GeV we have found instead
R(0 = mt=2;MMHT14; pT; > 50 GeV) = (1:87 0:17)  10 3 (9%) ;
R (0 = mt=2;NNPDF3:0; pT; > 50 GeV) = (1:88 0:17)  10 3 (9%) :
(5.8)
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We have estimated the size of the PDF uncertainties to be  0:02  10 3 independently of
the pT; cut. Thus, they are below 0:5% for pT; > 25 GeV and of the order of 1% for
pT; > 50 GeV. For our best NLO QCD predictions for the R observable with 0 = HT =4
theoretical uncertainties due to scale dependence are  0:06  10 3, thus a factor of 3 larger
than the PDF uncertainties. We have additionally computed internal PDF uncertainties
for the cross section ratios. We have obtained  0:02 10 3 for MMHT2014 and NNPDF3.0
as well as  0:04  10 3 for CT14. In the latter case PDF uncertainties are of the order of
1%{2% depending on the pT; cut, however, still a factor of 1:5 smaller than theoretical
errors from the scale dependence for 0 = HT =4. Finally, our best NLO QCD predictions
for the R observable at the LHC with ps = 13 TeV are given by
R (0 = HT =4;CT14; pT; > 25 GeV) = (4:62 0:06 [scales] 0:04 [PDFs])  10 3
R(0 = HT =4;CT14; pT; > 50 GeV) = (1:93 0:06 [scales] 0:04 [PDFs])  10 3 ;
(5.9)
where we have included theoretical errors both from the scale dependence and from the
PDFs. For the latter the internal PDF uncertainties as obtained for the default CT14
PDF set are quoted. Likewise for the R observable the dominant source of theoretical
systematics is associated with the scale dependence.
We would like to note here that a meaningful theoretical error on R coming from the
scale variation can be calculated for the rst time only at NLO in QCD. At LO theoretical
predictions for R for the xed scale choice and for the CT14 PDF set with pT; > 25 GeV
are given by
R(0 = mt=2;CT14; pT; > 25 GeV) = (4:94 0:08)  10 3 (2%) : (5.10)
The scale variation of R at LO is much smaller than at NLO. In the latter case we have
obtained 5% instead. Since at LO we generate pp ! tt at O(2s5) and pp ! tt at
O(2s4) we have the same order in s for both production processes and the dependence
on s(R) cancels out in the cross section ratio. The only source of the scale dependence
comes from variations in PDFs. The latter, however, also largely cancels out in the cross
section ratio. The dependence on R is introduced for the rst time at NLO due to the
virtual and the real corrections. Specically, dierent one loop and real emission structures
in both processes give us a handle on s(R). Additionally, the NLO predictions depend
on the renormalisation scale through logarithms of R, which appear in both the virtual
and the real emission contributions. Thus, the LO error is truly underestimated and only
the NLO theoretical error should be considered as reliable.
In the next step, we would like to study the eect of various settings in the numerator
and denominator of the R observable on the cross section ratio. In many experimental
studies various MC programs are employed usually with the default scale choice imple-
mented in a given program. Thus, one should assess the size of the additional theoretical
uncertainties due to the mismatch to see if they are substantial or can be simply ignored.
To this end for the CT14 PDF set we calculate cross section ratios assuming dierent scale
choices in the numerator (1) and in the denominator (2) of the R observable. Speci-
cally, we set 1 to the xed scale choice mt=2 and 2 to the dynamical scale choice HT =4
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and vice versa. With the pT; > 25 GeV cut we have obtained the following results at NLO
in QCD
R

1 = mt=2
2 = HT =4
;CT14; pT; > 25 GeV

= (4:59 0:33)  10 3 (7%) ;
R

1 = HT =4
2 = mt=2
;CT14; pT; > 25 GeV

= (4:60 0:14)  10 3 (3%) :
(5.11)
In the case of pT; > 50 GeV cut our NLO QCD ndings can be summarised as
R

1 = mt=2
2 = HT =4
;CT14; pT; > 50 GeV

= (1:90 0:19)  10 3 (10%) ;
R

1 = HT =4
2 = mt=2
;CT14; pT; > 50 GeV

= (1:92 0:09)  10 3 (5%) :
(5.12)
Even though in each case the central value of the cross section ratio has not been changed,
we observe an increase of the theoretical error due to scale dependence. For the pT;
cut of 25 GeV (50 GeV) the following increase of the relative error can be quoted: for
1 = mt=2 the rise from 5% (8%) to 7% (10%) and for 1 = HT =4 from 1% (3%) to 3%
(5%). Therefore, in order to have tt production under excellent theoretical control the
same scale choice should be employed for the generation of both processes pp ! tt and
pp! tt. We can also study the impact of using various PDF sets for the R observable. In
that case our NLO QCD predictions for pT; > 25 GeV are given by
R

0 = mt=2;
CT14
MMHT14
; pT; > 25 GeV

= (4:50 0:23)  10 3 (5%) ;
R

0 = mt=2;
MMHT14
CT14
; pT; > 25 GeV

= (4:60 0:28)  10 3 (6%) :
R

0 = mt=2;
CT14
NNPDF3:0
; pT; > 25 GeV

= (4:39 0:23)  10 3 (5%) ;
R

0 = mt=2;
NNPDF3:0
CT14
; pT; > 25 GeV

= (4:74 0:28)  10 3 (6%) :
(5.13)
For pT; > 50 GeV have obtained instead
R

0 = mt=2;
CT14
MMHT14
; pT; > 50 GeV

= (1:87 0:15)  10 3 (8%) ;
R

0 = mt=2;
MMHT14
CT14
; pT; > 50 GeV

= (1:90 0:17)  10 3 (9%) :
R

0 = mt=2;
CT14
NNPDF3:0
; pT; > 50 GeV

= (1:82 0:15)  10 3 (8%) ;
R

0 = mt=2;
NNPDF3:0
CT14
; pT; > 50 GeV

= (1:96 0:18)  10 3 (9%) :
(5.14)
Although the choice of various PDF sets in the cross section ratio is not theoretically very
well motivated it does not aect the estimation of the theoretical errors. Overall, unlike
the theoretical uncertainties due to the dierent scale choice, additional undesired PDF
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uncertainties are negligible. Let us note here, that the issue of choosing the same value of
0 for both production processes is going to play a crucial role when various dierential
cross section ratios will be constructed.
To summarise this part of the paper, we discuss the stability of the cross section ratio
against higher order corrections. To this end we also comment on the size of NLO QCD
corrections to the absolute tt and tt cross section with complete top quark o-shell eects
included. With R = F = 0 set to 0 = mt=2 and for the CT14 PDF set the full pp! tt
cross section receives negative and small NLO corrections of 3%. For pp ! tt we have
obtained negative and moderate NLO corrections of 10% (13%) for the pT; cut of 25 GeV
(50 GeV). The size of NLO QCD corrections to cross section ratio R is similar to the
pp! tt case. Specically, NLO QCD corrections are also negative and of the order of 8%
and 11% depending on the pT; cut. For the dynamical scale choice 0 = HT =2 the NLO
QCD corrections to pp ! tt are positive and very small of the order of 0:6% only. For
the absolute pp! tt cross section they are also positive and small, however, of the order
of 2% and 5% for pT; > 25 GeV and pT; > 50 GeV respectively. The size of NLO QCD
corrections to the R observable as evaluated with 0 = HT =4 follows the same pattern as
for the tt production process. Thus, the cross section ratio is very stable against higher
order corrections and behaves similarly as the absolute tt cross section when NLO QCD
corrections are incorporated.
6 Dierential cross section ratios at NLO in QCD
In the following we present results for dierential cross section ratios dened according to
RX =
 
dNLOtt (1)
dX
! 
dNLOtt (2)
dX
! 1
; (6.1)
where X stands for the observable that is under scrutiny. In gure 4 we present dierential
cross section distributions as a function of the invariant mass of two b-jets. Thus, in
that case we have X = mbb and Rmbb . The upper plots show absolute NLO predictions
for the e+e
 bb + X production process at the LHC at the centre-of-mass energy ofp
s = 13 TeV. Results are given for R = F = 0, where 0 = mt=2 or 0 = HT =4,
for the CT14 PDF set and for two dierent values of the pT; cut, i.e. pT; > 25 GeV
and pT; > 50 GeV. Also provided are corresponding uncertainty bands resulting from
scale variations. The lower panels display dierential cross section ratios together with
their uncertainty bands. In the rst case, that is presented in the middle panel, we have
employed 1 = 2 = 0, where 0 = mt=2 or 0 = HT =4. In the second case, which is
shown in the bottom panel, 1 6= 2 has been assumed. For that case two options are
investigated, (1 = mt=2)=(2 = HT =4) and (1 = HT =4)=(2 = mt=2). For the xed
scale choice for both values of the pT; cut we have observed that the theoretical error due
to scale dependence for the absolute dierential cross section is in the range of 40%{45%
towards the end of the mbb spectrum. On the other hand, for 0 = HT =4 theoretical
uncertainties up to only 6%{7% have been estimated in the same region. The situation is
substantially changed when the cross section ratio, Rmbb , is studied instead. In the case
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Figure 4. Dierential cross section distributions as a function of the invariant mass of two b-jets
for the pp! e+e bb+X process at the LHC run II with
p
s = 13 TeV. The upper plots show
absolute NLO predictions for pT; > 25 GeV (left panel) and pT; > 50 GeV (right panel) together
with the corresponding uncertainty bands resulting from scale variations. Renormalisation and
factorisation scales are set to the common value R = F = 0 where 0 = mt=2 and HT =4. The
CT14 PDF set is employed. The lower panels display dierential cross section ratios together with
their uncertainty bands. In the rst case (middle panel), the same xed (dynamical) scale choice
is employed in the numerator and the denominator of the cross section ratio. In the second case
(bottom panel), dierent scale choices in the numerator and in the denominator have been assumed.
of 1 = 2 = 0 = mt=2 a reduction almost by a factor of 2 can be noticed. Indeed,
theoretical uncertainties of the order of 20% are estimated at the end of the mbb spectrum.
This nding is also independent of the pT; cut. For 1 = 2 = 0 = HT =4, however, one
can acquire theoretical uncertainties of the order of 1%{2% in the whole plotted range.
This shows that the dierential cross section ratio is also a very precise observable to be
studied together with the total cross section ratio at the LHC to constrain physics beyond
the SM for example via constraining anomalous top quark couplings. It can also be used
to extract the electric charge of the top quark or the top quark charge asymmetry with a
very high precision. When the scales 1 and 2 are chosen independently, however, the size
of theoretical uncertainties has increased dramatically up to 30%{40%, as can be clearly
seen in gure 4. Thus, choosing the same 0 in the numerator and denominator of Rmbb
is essential for building a high precision observable, otherwise the theoretical errors are
drastically overestimated.
Similar conclusions can be drawn for the dierential cross section distribution as a
function of the invariant mass of two charged leptons. This observable is plotted in gure 5
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Figure 5. Dierential cross section distributions as a function of the invariant mass of two
charged leptons for the pp ! e+e bb + X process at the LHC run II with
p
s = 13 TeV.
The upper plots show absolute NLO predictions for pT; > 25 GeV (left panel) and pT; > 50 GeV
(right panel) together with the corresponding uncertainty bands resulting from scale variations.
Renormalisation and factorisation scales are set to the common value R = F = 0 where
0 = mt=2 and HT =4. The CT14 PDF set is employed. The lower panels display dierential cross
section ratios together with their uncertainty bands. In the rst case (middle panel), the same
xed (dynamical) scale choice is employed in the numerator and the denominator of the cross
section ratio. In the second case (bottom panel), dierent scale choices in the numerator and in
the denominator have been assumed.
again for pT; > 25 GeV and pT; > 50 GeV. The advantage of this observable in com-
parison to the invariant mass of two b-jets lies, however, in the fact that measurements of
lepton kinematic observables are particularly precise at the LHC due to the excellent lepton
energy resolution of the ATLAS and CMS detectors. Moreover, the reconstruction of the
top quarks is not required to construct m``. For mbb, on the other hand, good b-jet tagging
eciency and low light jet misstag rate is mandatory. For the cross section ratio, Rm`` ,
with the dynamical scale choice 1 = 2 = HT =4 (the xed scale choice 1 = 2 = mt=2)
the theoretical uncertainties of the order of 1%{4% (20%{25%) have been estimated. These
should be compared to uncertainties of up to 10% (50%) for the absolute dierential cross
section. Again, our ndings mildly depend on the pT; cut. When dierent scales are
applied to the numerator and the denominator of Rm`` theoretical uncertainties in the tail
of the distribution have increased up to 35%{40% for 1 = mt=2 and 2 = HT =4 whereas
in the case of 1 = HT =4 and 2 = mt=2 they are in the range of 50%{60%.
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Figure 6. Dierential cross section distributions as a function of `` for the pp! e+e bb+
X process at the LHC run II with
p
s = 13 TeV. The upper plots show absolute NLO predictions
for pT; > 25 GeV (left panel) and pT; > 50 GeV (right panel) together with the corresponding
uncertainty bands resulting from scale variations. Renormalisation and factorisation scales are set
to the common value R = F = 0 where 0 = mt=2 and HT =4. The CT14 PDF set is employed.
The lower panels display dierential cross section ratios together with their uncertainty bands. In
the rst case (middle panel), the same xed (dynamical) scale choice is employed in the numerator
and the denominator of the cross section ratio. In the second case (bottom panel), dierent scale
choices in the numerator and in the denominator have been assumed.
In gure 6 the dierential cross section distribution as a function of the dierence in
azimuthal angle between the two charged leptons, `` = j`1   `2 j, is presented. The
`` observable is also measured very precisely at the LHC by both the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations. It can be used for example to construct the leptonic charge asymmetry, A``C ,
which is sensitive to signals of numerous beyond the SM scenarios, where among others
new heavy states might be produced. In general, angular distributions of charged leptons
are of huge importance since they reect spin correlations of the top quark pair and can
be employed to probe the CP numbers of such new states, see e.g. [36{40]. For the xed
(dynamical) scale choice theoretical uncertainties for `` in the region given by `` & 2:5
are of the order of 40%{50% (15%{20%) depending on the transverse momentum cut on the
hard photon. When the cross section ratio R`` is investigated instead theoretical errors
of 20%{30% for 0 = mt=2 and 2%{3% for 0 = HT =4 can be estimated in that region.
Overall, for `` 2 (0; ) with 0 = mt=2 or with 0 = HT =4 theoretical uncertainties
for R`` are in the range 1%{30%, 1%{6% respectively. As in the previous cases when
1 6= 2 is set instead substantial overestimation of the theoretical uncertainties can be
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Figure 7. Dierential cross section distributions as a function of the transverse momentum of the
hardest charged lepton for the pp! e+e bb+X process at the LHC run II with
p
s = 13 TeV.
The upper plots show absolute NLO predictions for pT; > 25 GeV (left panel) and pT; > 50 GeV
(right panel) together with the corresponding uncertainty bands resulting from scale variations.
Renormalisation and factorisation scales are set to the common value R = F = 0 where 0 =
mt=2 and HT =4. The CT14 PDF sets are employed. The lower panels display dierential cross
section ratios together with their uncertainty bands. In the rst case (middle panel), the same
xed (dynamical) scale choice is employed in the numerator and the denominator of the cross
section ratio. In the second case (bottom panel), dierent scale choices in the numerator and in the
denominator have been assumed.
observed for R`` . For example for `` & 2:5 an increase from 20%{30% up to 30%{
40% has been procured once 1 = mt=2 and 2 = HT =4 have been assumed, while for
1 = HT =4 and 2 = mt=2 we have obtained a change from 2%{3% to 15%.
Finally, in gure 7 the dierential cross section as a function of the transverse mo-
mentum of the hardest charged lepton is shown. This observable is also sensitive to eects
of possible new physics beyond the SM, see e.g. [41]. Among others, it can be used to
test exotic physics scenarios where top like quarks with the electric charge of Qt =  4=3
might be produced. For the absolute tt cross section theoretical uncertainties are up to
30%{45% for 0 = mt=2 and up to 8% for 0 = HT =4. Once the cross section ratio,
RpT;`1 , is investigated theoretical uncertainties have been substantially reduced down to
20%{30% for the xed scale choice and to 4%{5% for the phase-space dependent scale
choice. If we assume dierent scales in RpT;`1 , i.e. 1 = mt=2 and 2 = HT =4, theoretical
errors comparable to these quoted for the absolute tt cross sections with 0 = mt=2 have
been evaluated. On the other hand, setting 1 = HT =4 and 2 = mt=2, has resulted in
theoretical uncertainties for RpT;`1 maximally up to 15%.
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To summarise this part of the paper, the theoretical uncertainties due to scale de-
pendence of the order of 1%{6% have been obtained for the studied cross section ra-
tios if 1 = 2 = 0 = HT =4 has been employed to construct RX , where X stands for
X = mbb;m``;``; pT;`1 . Let us mention at this point that also for dierential cross sec-
tion ratios the PDF uncertainties are smaller than the theoretical uncertainties due to scale
dependence. The latter remains the dominant source of theoretical uncertainties.
7 Conclusions
The purpose of the paper is to obtain more precise theoretical predictions for tt production
in the di-lepton top quark decay channel for the LHC Run II energy of
p
s = 13 TeV
without the need of including terms beyond NLO in the perturbation expansion in s. To
this end cross section ratios R = NLOpp!tt(1)=NLOpp!tt(2) have been studied. Fully realistic
NLO computations for tt and tt production have been employed. They are based on
LO and NLO matrix elements for e+e
 bb and e+e bb production processes that
include all resonant and non-resonant top quark and W gauge boson Feynman diagrams,
interferences, and o-shell eects of t and W . Various renormalisation and factorisation
scale choices and parton density functions have been examined to assess their impact on
the cross section ratio. Our best NLO QCD predictions for the R observable have been
obtained for 1 = 2 = 0 = HT =4 and can be summarised as follows
R (0 = HT =4;CT14; pT; > 25 GeV) = (4:62 0:06 [scales] 0:04 [PDFs])  10 3
R(0 = HT =4;CT14; pT; > 50 GeV) = (1:93 0:06 [scales] 0:04 [PDFs])  10 3 :
(7.1)
The theoretical uncertainties due to scale dependence have been estimated to be above 1%
for pT; > 25 GeV and of the order of 3% for pT; > 50 GeV. The theoretical uncertainties
due to various PDF parameterisations, on the other hand, are 0:5% and 1% respectively.
When the internal PDF uncertainties are extracted from the CT14 PDF set following the
prescription of the CT14 PDF collaboration then they are slightly higher, namely below
1% and of the order of 2% for pT; > 25 GeV and pT; > 50 GeV respectively. The latter
are quoted for our best theoretical predictions. Nevertheless, they are still smaller than
theoretical errors from the scale dependence. Regardless of which uncertainty we will assign
for PDF uncertainties such small theoretical uncertainties are normally available only in
the case of top quark pair production at NNLO in QCD. Thus, the cross section ratio has
proven to be a very precise observable that should be measured at the LHC. There are
many possible applications, including, but not limited to, precise measurements of the top
quark charge as well as searches for new physics eects that can reveal themselves only
when a few percent precision on the theory side is available. For the xed scale choice,
which is still commonly used in experimental analyses, our nding for 1 = 2 = 0 = mt=2
are given by
R (0 = mt=2;CT14; pT; > 25 GeV) = (4:56 0:25 [scales] 0:04 [PDFs])  10 3 ;
R(0 = mt=2;CT14; pT; > 50 GeV) = (1:89 0:16 [scales] 0:04 [PDFs])  10 3 :
(7.2)
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Also in this case theoretical errors due to scale dependence of the order of a few percent,
5% for pT; > 25 GeV and 8% for pT; > 50 GeV, have been estimated. We have also
shown that such high precision can only be obtained if 1 and 2 are set to a common
scale. Otherwise, theoretical uncertainties from the scale dependence are overestimated.
We have argued on the similarity of the two processes, that using the same scale for both
is well justied.
Subsequently, we have turned our attention to dierential cross section distributions.
Four observables have been presented at the dierential level for the tt production pro-
cess at the LHC. Specically, we have shown the invariant mass of two b-jets (mbb), the
invariant mass of two charged leptons (m``), the dierence in azimuthal angle between
two charged leptons (``) and the transverse momentum of the hardest charged lepton
(pT;`1). Afterwards, we have calculated dierential cross section ratios for these observables
according to
RX =
 
dNLOtt (1)
dX
! 
dNLOtt (2)
dX
! 1
; (7.3)
where X = mbb;m``;`` and pT;`1 . A clear conclusion could be drawn from our considera-
tions. For observables that we have presented, which are also important for beyond the SM
physics searches, the most precise predictions for RX have been obtained for 1 = 2 = 0.
Especially interesting conclusions have been reached for the case of the dynamical scale
choice, i.e. 0 = HT =4. For all observables that have been investigated, theoretical uncer-
tainties due to scale dependence, which are the dominant source of theoretical systematics
also at the dierential level, are in the 1%{6% range. These ndings are independent of the
transverse momentum cut on the isolated hard photon. Such precise theoretical predictions
at the dierential level should be now employed to indirectly search for new physics at the
LHC. When dierent scale choices 1 6= 2 for RX have been assumed instead, theoretical
uncertainties have been dramatically overestimated. Thus, care must be taken to ensure
that 1 and 2 are as similar as possible when building the RX observables to be used in
experimental studies. Based on our studies we advocate for the HT based scale choice for
1 and 2 in RX . Denitely, mixing dynamical and xed scales in tt and tt production
introduces additional and unnecessary theoretical uncertainties that should be avoided.
As a further matter let us note here that, from the experimental point of view mea-
surements in the ducial phase space, which is the phase space dened by the specic
selection cuts that simulate detector response as closely as possible, are the most appro-
priate for new physics searches in the top quark sector and for precision measurements of
top quark properties within the SM theory of particle physics. The reason being that such
measurements do not introduce additional and unnecessary systematic uncertainties due to
model-dependent extrapolations to parton level t and t objects and to phase-space regions
outside the detector sensitivity. Therefore, our theoretical predictions for observables like
Rm`` , R`` and RpT;`1 might be directly compared with experimental data at the ducial
level that are collected at the LHC by the ATLAS and CMS experimental collaborations.
These leptonic observables should be marginally aected by parton shower eects. Firstly,
such eects are milder if the underlying computations are NLO accurate since the xed or-
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der contribution already includes part of the radiation simulated by the shower. Secondly,
leptonic observables are rather stable against shower eects, see e.g. ref. [42], as compared
for example to observables, which are build out of light- and b-jets. Nevertheless, due
to the fact that both processes are very similar from the QCD point of view such eects
should cancel to a large extent in cross section ratios. Regardless, let us mention at this
point that recently a new method for matching NLO QCD calculations to parton shower
programs has been proposed [43], which incorporates top quark nite width eects in the
shower approach together with all interference eects. Specically, it allows for a consistent
treatment of resonances in the Powheg framework by preserving the mass of top-quark
resonances near their peak. First results for the simplest case of the e+e
 bb production
process have been already presented in ref. [44]. Until now, however, this method has not
been applied to the more complex process e+e
 bb. Once available it can be used for
studying e+e bb=e+e bb.
Finally, let us also add that we have not investigated the impact of NLO electroweak
corrections on e+e bb=e+e bb. However, based on results for the simpler e
+e
 bb
production process at the LHC with
p
s = 13 TeV [45], the ratio observable is not expected
to be very sensitive to such eects. For the integrated cross section, NLO electroweak
corrections to o-shell top anti-top production with leptonic decays are below 1%. In the
case of dierential cross sections such eects are small as well. Specically, for `` and pT `,
which are studied in ref. [45], NLO electroweak corrections are respectively below 1% and
2% (in the plotted range, i.e. up to 200 GeV for pT; `). For the latter case they increase up to
7% when pT; `  800 GeV. Nevertheless, their size is substantially smaller than the size of
NLO QCD corrections in the same regions. Furthermore, we expect that NLO electroweak
eects will be additionally minimised once R and RX ratios are constructed. For the
more complicated process e+e
 bb NLO electroweak calculations are not available in
the literature. Up to now only NLO electroweak corrections to the on-shell tt production
process have been evaluated [46]. Nevertheless, for the integrated tt cross section at the
LHC with
p
s = 13 TeV and for the pT; ` > 50 GeV cut these corrections are below 2%. For
various dierential distributions presented in ref. [46], like for example pT; t and pT;  , these
eects are well below 10% even in the tails of these distributions. Based on that and the
fact that further reduction is foreseen once R and RX are built up out of the integrated
and dierential cross sections for the e+e
 bb and e+e bb production processes, we
expect that our results for R and RX will not be changed substantially.
On the technical side let us mention that all our results have been generated with the
help of the Helac-NLO MC framework. The nal results are available (upon request) as
Ntuple les [47]. In detail, they are stored in the form of modied Les Houches [48] and
ROOT event les [49] that might be directly used for experimental studies at the LHC.
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